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ABSTRACT 

The DO detector is used to study jip collisions at the 1.8 TeV center-of-momentum 

energies available at the Fermilab Tevatron. The heart of the detector is a hermetic 

calorimeter employing uranium absorber and liquid argon as the ionization sampling 

medium. Several analyses require a well-understood jet energy scale. This paper 

describes how this calibration is obtained. 

1 Introduction 

Jets are now an important part of many analyses and their proper energy calibration 

in the detector is crucial. At DO, the uncertainty in jet energy scale is currently the 

main contribution to the systematic error in our measurements of the inclusive jet 

cross section and top quark mass. In this paper, we discuss the DO jet energy scale 

determination and outline its verification. 

The U/LAr sampling calorimeter is the primary subdetector of DO ‘) 

used to identify e,y, jets and missing transverse energy (&). Since there is no 

magnetic field in the inner tracking volume, the calorimeter is also used for the energy 

measurement of these objects. The calorimeter readout is segmented transversely 

into ‘towers’ projective to the center of the detector, each of which cover an area 

of 0.1 x 0.1 in 77 - 4. The pseudorapidity, ‘I, is defined as -ln(tan(e/2)) where 6 is 

the angle with respect to the proton beam direction, and 4 is the azimuthal angle. 

In depth, each tower is segmented into ‘cells’ in three sections: electromagnetic 

(EM), fine hadronic (FH), and coarse hadronic (CH). A central cryostat (CC) covers 
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Figure 1: Energy dependence of e/r in EC for GEANT and test beam. 

/VI < 1.0 and two end cryostats (EC) cover 1.0 < 1~1 < 4.0. At DO, $T is defined 

as the negative of the vector sum of the calorimeter cell transverse energies (ET’S). 

It is important that the detector is uniform and hermetic, and that the 

responses to charged hsdrons and electrons are similar (e/r - 1). Test beam studies 

indicated that the linearity of electron and pion response is within 0.5% for energies 

from 10 GeV to 150 GeV 2, 3, 4). Th e e x ratio of the detector, shown in Figure / 

1 for the EC 5), is close to unity. For in situ studies described later, it is also 

important that the energy resolution of electrons and photons is good, and that 

their response is well-known. The test beam analyses indicate the resolutions for 

single particle showers are 0.148/a $ 0.003 f or electrons and 0.470/a $ 0.045 

for charged pions 2, 3, 4). Th e e ec romagnetic energy scale is determined in situ 1 t 

from the ratio of the 2 mass as measured at LEP ‘) to that measured at DO using 

dielectron final states (MiE’/MFO) 7y 8). Th e li nearity for electrons has also been 

verified in situ using x0 and J/$J decays 7). 

It is useful to briefly note the nature of jets to help define the calibration 

goal. The fact that most events display a dijet structure intuitively connects the 

observed jets to an underlying simple parton interaction. However, it is not easy to 

associate the jet energy with a specific underlying parton energy (see Figure 2a). The 

concept of an isolated parton does not exist in the theory of QCD - partons radiate 

gluons: fragment into hadrons and interact with one another via color flow. This 

complexity makes jet physics very dependent on the jet definition. The fixed-cone 

algorithm, which is most commonly used at DO, clusters energy around a precluster 
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Figure 2: a) Sketch of jets at parton, particle, and calorimeter levels. At the particle 

level, there is not a clear association of energy to each parton. At the calorimeter 

level, showering and noise further alter the energy profile. Sketch b) shows a section 

of calorimeter with individual particle showers. Charged hadrons, in particular, 

produce wide showers which can spill outside of a jet cone. 

axis in a cone of size, AR = ,/w, al 1 t c cu a es an ET weighted centroid, 

and reclusters around that centroid 9). ‘Cal orimeter jets’ are those jets found with 

this algorithm after all gluon radiation, fragmentation, and detector effects. We 

define our jet calibration to compensate only for detector effects so that we attempt 

to obtain the ‘particle level’ energy of a jet (E$,) from its measured calorimeter 

energy (Egt,,). This p t’ 1 1 ar ice eve1 energy is found with the same algorithm as a 

matching calorimeter jet but from final state particle energies before detector effects. 

We could also define a ‘parton level’ jet and attempt to correct back to this but leave 

that to individual physics analyses. 

Our calibration obtains E$, from EE:,, by correcting for the following: 

I. An energy offset, 0, which includes both detector noise and energy from the 

underlying event. 

II. A change in energy due to showering in the calorimeter, S, which is specific 

to each jet algorithm. 

III. A change of the energy scale, R (response), due to e/n 5y ‘) and energy lost 

in readout cracks. 

Algebraically, we calculate E$ for a found jet by, 

E jet _ mi%lS - 0) 
plcl - 

R(1 -S) * 
(1) 
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Figure 3: Average ET density in GeV as a function of calorimeter tower q, for single 

interaction and double interaction events. 

2 Estimation of Offset 

Two processes contribute to the energy offset. The absorber plates in the EM 

and FH portions of the DO calorimeter are made of depleted uranium whose decay 

results in a measurable signal. The resulting asymmetric pedestal distribution leaves 

a net positive energy contribution after a symmetric zero suppression cut, which we 

label ‘noise’ (N). Additional energy comes from beam remnants and additional pp 

interactions and is termed ‘underlying event’, denoted U. 

Figure 3 shows the average ET density as a function of calorimeter tower 

n from events satisfying a minimum bias (MB) trigger. The solid circles are from 

events where only one interaction occurred in each beam crossing. The open circles 

are from events where two interactions occurred. If the underlying event contribution 

for two interactions is twice that for single interactions, then the difference between 

the two histograms in Figure 3 is a measure of the underlying event contribution for 

a single interaction: 

u x 0;;;. - o,g. (2) 

The removal of the underlying event contribution from the single interaction energy 

density gives the noise contribution, 

N = 0,:;;. - U. (3) 

The systematic error on the underlying event ET density is 0.2 GeV/rad/unit - 7, 

while for noise the uncertainty in the energy density is 0.1 0.1 GeV/rad/unit -7. These 



uncertainties reflect the different values obtained from independent minimum bias 

samples. 

3 Showering 

-4ccording to our definition of Ei$, no correction is needed when an algorithm is 

applied at the particle level. Once the fragmentation products strike the calorimeter, 

however, the observed jet broadens due to the resultant showers and some energy 

can leak out of, or into, a jet cone (see Figure 2b). To quantify this, central jets 

are generated with HERWIG lo), and the energies of the fragmentation particles 

are deposited in the first calorimeter cells intercepted by their momentum vectors. 

Jet reconstruction is then performed on these cells to produce ‘unshowered’ jets. 

To produce ‘showered’ jets, the hadrons/photons in the jet are replaced with test 

beam pions/electrons of the same energy. The particle’s energy is then distributed 

relative to the intercepted cell as observed in the test beam and jets are reconstructed 

from these showers. The showered and unshowered jets are matched and the ratio 

of showered energy to unshowered energy is calculated (= 1 - S in Equation 1). 

For a cone size of AR = 0.7, S varies from 0.01 to 0.0 depending on particle jet 

energy, while smaller cone sizes have somewhat larger corrections. The preliminary 

systematic uncertainty is about 1% which is obtained from variations in the estimate 

of S when calculated in different ways. 

4 4 Jet Response 

By ‘jet response’ we refer to the collective response of the calorimeter to all the par- 

ticles comprising a jet. Our method to determine this has three major components. 

We use the 6~ to determine the relative response between two objects. Direct pho- 

ton plus jet events then allow us to anchor the jet to an absolute energy scale as a 

function of the measured jet energy. Finally, the calorimeter’s uniformity is used to 

extend the energy reach of this analysis. 

4.1 Method 

Let us consider a dijet event in which one jet is triggered on (‘trigger jet’) and the 

other is unbiased (‘probe jet’) ( see Figure 4a). In order to obtain the response of 

the probe jet in terms of the &, let us consider the three vectors at the particle 
-+ trrg - hod 

level: ET , ET 
- hod 

, and &“. ET is the vector sum of all interacting particles in 

the event outside of the trigger jet (= ,!&prdr + J@?~ of Figure 4b), and ~~~ is the 

vector sum of all non-interacting particles in the event. In the transverse plane we 
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Figure 4: Sketch of the &!$- Projection Fraction method showing a) the trigger jet 

and the recoiling hadronic system. Photon plus jets events, shown in b), are used 

to provide an absolute calibration of jets. 

have 

This becomes 

* hg 
ET 

- had 

+ET + EGy = 0. (4) 

RtrlgE;frig + ~~W6fZ~Thmd = -gT 
(5) 

at the calorimeter level, where Rtr’g (RP’&“) is the response to the trigger (probe) 

jet. Defining the relative response, T = Rprobe/Rfrrg, and assuming ZTV is negligible, 

we obtain 
^ trtg 

r=l+ 
@f ’ nT 

ET 
trrg (6) 

where n *Fig is the unit vector in the direction of the trigger jet. When the trigger 

jet is a calibrated photon, T becomes Rpr*e. We only consider such events in what 

follows. 

If a measured quantity, X, has a poor resolution, the determination of 

response in terms of X can be biased if one tries to directly plot Rprobe us. X. This 

‘resolution bias’ arises because, in the case of X = Eg&, or Erf for instance, the 

parent distribution is strongly dependent on X at the parton level. However, both 

the ET of the photon <Eg) and the direction of the probe jet are well-measured so 

we define the energy estimator, E’, as 

E’ = E;cosh(q&. (7) 

E’ would be E$ in the absence of additional jets or corrections, and is highly 

correlated with Ef,&, in general. Using E’ to classify the probe jet, we plot the 

average Egza, for bins in E’ VS. the average RProb” in the same bins. For example: 
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Figure 5: By classifying events by the well-measured variable, E’. we obtain a plot 

of response 2rs. measured jet energy. 

if Rprobe = T, when E' = e’,, and Eg&,= e, when E' = e’, , then Rprobe= T, when 

pt = 
meos e, (see Figure 5). With this procedure we are able to extract response 

functions with negligible error in a parametric Monte Carlo with jet resolution, 

photon resolution, falling cross section, and trigger and reconstruction thresholds 

simulated. Therefore, we assign no systematic error for resolution bias. 

4.2 Extending the Jet Energy Reach 

For CC jets, we are limited to energy < 150 GeV by the rapidly falling photon 

cross section. Also, there are large systematic errors involved in the collider data 

analysis at low ET (< 20 GeV). T o overcome these limitations, we first exploit the 

uniformity of the detector by using the EC which has higher energy jets. Comparison 

of the response of jets in CC and EC in the kinematic region in which they overlap 

indicates consistency of energy scale to within a normalization factor. We use the 

normalized EC jets to establish the CC response at large energy (up to 350 GeV). 

To further extend the energy reach, we compare jets in data and an ISAJET 11) 

direct photon sample with full GEANT detector simulation. In the kinematic region 

where they overlap we find consistency to within a scale factor and renormalize the 

Monte Carlo points. The total energy range covered is from 10 GeV to 500 GeV. 

4.3 Systematic Errors 

Initial and final state radiation are sources of uncertainty in the method. When a 

secondary jet is present and hits the calorimeter, Equation 6 is an approximation 
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Figure 6: Response, T, of the probe jet relative to the photon vs. mean jet energy 

for Data (solid circles) and Monte Carlo (open squares). 

to the probe jet’s respqnse. This ‘topological’ error is determined by measuring the 

response in a subset of the ISAJET direct photon events generated with only one 

central jet, and comparing with an inclusive ISAJET sample. Detector simulation 

was performed for both samples. The estimated bias in measured response is 1% to 

2%, depending on jet energy. Significant initial state radiation may be lost down the 

beampipe. From parametric Monte Carlo studies, the estimated bias in measured 

response is about 3% when E; < 20 GeV, and negligible above 30 GeV. 

Backgrounds to direct photons are a source of error for this analysis. We 

cut on longitudinal and transverse isolation to remove EM jets with significant 

associated hadronic activity. The residual bias to the measurement is estimated 

to be -1.4%. We also use the transition radiation detector and dE/dz in tracking 

chambers to remove W, Z+ jets background. The remaining W background affects 

R probe by -0.5%. 

Some systematic errors arise from extending the energy reach of the anal- 

ysis. For the EC data, sensitivity to the number of multiple interactions in an event 

results in a 2% systematic error. The systematic error on the Monte Carlo/data 

normalization is about 3.5%. 

4.4 Response Curves in Data and Monte Carlo 

To choose a function for fitting our response curve, we consider models of hadron 

showering which give E/T = ;FE,jf t (1 - F~,jf)Rh]-‘, where Rh is the response of 
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Figure 7: Total jet energy scale correction for central (/q/ < 0.5) jets. 

the calorimeter to a particle interacting only via nuclear absorption and FE,%1 is the 

fraction of real hadron energy deposited via electromagnetically interacting shower 

products, electrons and photons 12). The functional form for FE,%, is - c . ln( E), 

giving an expected pion response of 

& = [e/T]-’ = a + b - In(E) (8) 

relative to that of an electron. Because the test beam data are well-described by 

this functional form, we use Equation 8 for our jet response fits. 

To compare Monte Carlo and data we remove EM scale effects and measure 

the response of the probe jet relative to the photon (ie. T vs. Eg&,, not RProbe vs. 

Ef,$,,). This is shown in Figure 6 for both samples. The Monte Carlo reproduces 

both the shape and overall normalization of our in situ measurement well within 

our systematic errors. Also shown is the fit to the Monte Carlo points. An alternate 

method to predict jet response using test beam particles input into ISAJET and 

HERWIG particle jets 13) also agrees within errors. 

5 Jet Scale Correction and Verification 

The effective overall correction factor is shown in Figure 7 as a function of un- 

corrected ET for central jets. The upper and lower dashed lines correspond to la 

upward and downward excursions of the total error, calculated as the sum in quadra- 

ture of all errors. These errors are dominated by systematic errors and there are 

substantial correlations between errors at different energies. 
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Figure 8: Ratio of reconstructed jet energy to particle jet energy vs. particle jet 

energy before (open circles) and after corrections (solid circles). 

We have verified that the total calibration procedure successfully obtains 

E$, from EE&, using jets in the Monte Carlo sample of direct photon events. Figure 

8 shows the ratio of calorimeter and particle jet energy vs. particle jet energy before 

corrections (open circles) and after corrections (solid circles). The ratio is consistent 

with unity after corrections. 

6 Conclusions 

We have calibrated jets in the DO calorimeters to compensate for noise, spectator 

interactions, response, and showering. The overall correction is between 10% and 

18% for 0.7 cone jets above 20 GeV. The total error is about 5% below 20 GeV 

and above 300 GeV, and about 2.5’7~ at 80 GeV. The calibration is constrained by 

data from 20 GeV to 350 GeV, with the portion above 150 GeV coming from EC 

jets. Above 350 GeV and below 20 GeV Monte Carlo data are used. Predictions 

of jet response in the Monte Carlo agrees with that measured in the data within 

errors. An explicit comparison in Monte Carlo samples of calorimeter and matching 

particle jet energies indicates we have correctly calculated Ei$ within errors. 
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